Phonon limited transport in graphene nanoribbon field effect transistors using full three dimensional quantum mechanical simulation J. Appl. Phys. 112, 094505 (2012) We simulate phonon transport in suspended graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) with real-space edges and experimentally relevant widths and lengths (from submicron to hundreds of microns). The fulldispersion phonon Monte Carlo simulation technique, which we describe in detail, involves a stochastic solution to the phonon Boltzmann transport equation with the relevant scattering mechanisms (edge, three-phonon, isotope, and grain boundary scattering) while accounting for the dispersion of all three acoustic phonon branches, calculated from the fourth-nearest-neighbor dynamical matrix. We accurately reproduce the results of several experimental measurements on pure and isotopically modified samples [S. Chen et al., ACS Nano 5, 321 (2011);S. Chen et al., Nature Mater. 11, 203 (2012); X. Xu et al., Nat. Commun. 5, 3689 (2014)]. We capture the ballistic-to-diffusive crossover in wide GNRs: room-temperature thermal conductivity increases with increasing length up to roughly 100 lm, where it saturates at a value of 5800 W/m K. This finding indicates that most experiments are carried out in the quasiballistic rather than the diffusive regime, and we calculate the diffusive upper-limit thermal conductivities up to 600 K. Furthermore, we demonstrate that calculations with isotropic dispersions overestimate the GNR thermal conductivity. Zigzag GNRs have higher thermal conductivity than same-size armchair GNRs, in agreement with atomistic calculations. V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
Full-dispersion Monte Carlo simulation of phonon transport in micron-sized graphene nanoribbons
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene, a single layer of sp 2 -bonded carbon atoms in a two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice, exhibits extraordinary electrical, 1,2 thermal, [3] [4] [5] and mechanical 6, 7 properties. Experimental measurements 3, 8, 9 of room-temperature thermal conductivity in suspended single-layer graphene (SLG) have yielded values from 2000 to 5000 W/mK. Graphene has very high thermal conductivity compared to metallic heat conductors or other carbon-based materials, such as graphite 10 or diamond. 11 The large thermal conductivity comes from the unique lattice structure and the resulting high in-plane group velocities and low lattice anharmonicity. The high thermal conductivity makes graphene a promising candidate for thermal management in nanoelectronic circuits. 4, 12 The graphene nanoribbon (GNR) is a form of graphene commonly envisioned in devices because it can be patterned using standard lithography. 13, 14 GNRs can be fabricated with various widths and lengths, as well as different line-edge roughness. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Phonon transport in GNRs can be drastically altered by modifying the dimensions, owing to line-edge-roughness scattering and ballistic transport features. 23 Moreover, thermal flow in GNRs is also tunable through the choice of substrate, isotope concentration, and ribbon crystal orientation. 24, 25 Thermal-conductivity engineering in these systems has been attracting considerable interest in recent years. 12, 26 Xu et al. 27 reported measurements of both temperature and length dependence of the thermal conductivity in suspended GNR samples. They reported a thermal conductivity increase with increasing length up to 9 lm in their wide GNRs samples. Bae et al. 28 studied SiO 2 -supported GNR samples and found both width and length dependence of thermal conductivity. They attributed the length dependence to a ballistic-to-diffusive crossover of the heat flow. Chen et al. 25 synthesized graphene samples with modified 13 C composition and showed that thermal conductivity might change to half of the original value when the 13 C content increases to $50%. Orientation dependence of thermal conductivity has not been observed in experiment.
Considerable theoretical work has been done on thermal transport in GNRs. Aksamija and Knezevic studied the width and orientation dependence of thermal conductivity for both suspended 29 and supported 30 GNRs by solving the phonon Boltzmann transport equation (PBTE) under the relaxation time approximation (RTA), with a specularity parameter to account for boundary roughness. Earlier, Nika et al. 31 also found a strong width dependence stemming from edge roughness by solving the PBTE under the RTA. The nonequilibrium Green's function (NEGF) technique 32, 33 has also been employed to study thermal transport in GNRs. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] However, these studies do not account for phonon-phonon scattering, which is very important in suspended graphene. Recent work by Luisier 44 is a promising advance towards solving the problem of phononphonon interactions at the level of NEGF. dynamics (MD) simulations can account for edge roughness, isotope composition, and size dependence. The effects of length, [45] [46] [47] [48] width, 45, 46, 49, 50 isotope concentration, 51, 52 edge roughness, 49, 53 and chirality 45, 50, 54 on thermal transport in GNRs have been extensively studied using MD. However, a major drawback is that the computational burden limits the sample dimensions to a few nanometers. Therefore, these calculations do not correspond very well with experimental conditions, where long and wide samples are employed.
In this paper, we analyze phonon transport in GNRs with real-space edges and micron-sized, experimentally relevant widths and lengths ($100 nm-100 lm) at temperatures up to 600 K. To that end, we developed a full-dispersion ensemble Monte Carlo simulation of phonon transport. As there are unique challenges associated with a full-dispersion phonon Monte Carlo (PMC) algorithm for a non-cubic system with real-space edges, we present the technique in detail. Scattering from the edges, phonon-phonon, isotope, and grain boundary scattering (for polycrystalline samples) are included in the simulation. We accurately reproduce a number of experimental measurements on pristine and isotopically modified graphene by Chen et al. 9, 25 and Xu et al. 27 We capture the ballistic-to-diffusive crossover at room temperature, and show that GNRs are in the quasiballistic transport regime up to lengths in excess of 100 lm, which is considerably longer than most experimental samples. Consequently, the true upper limit to thermal conductivity is higher than previously reported. 55 In agreement with atomistic calculations, we also show that the thermal conductivity of zigzag GNRs (ZGNRs) is higher than that of armchair GNRs (AGNRs), when both are calculated with full phonon dispersions. We also show that the isotropic-dispersion simulation overestimates thermal conductivity in GNRs, and the discrepancy is large in narrow GNRs and at low temperatures.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present the algorithm for 2D PMC in GNRs with full phonon dispersions in the presence of edge roughness and other relevant scattering mechanisms. In Sec. III, we compare the simulation data with experiment for wide GNRs (Sec. III B), demonstrate the ballistic-to-diffusive crossover in the length dependence of thermal conductivity (Sec. III C), investigate the role of isotope abundance on thermal transport (Sec. III D), analyze the width-dependence of the thermal conductivity in GNRs with edges (Sec. III E), and finally demonstrate the importance of accounting for the full phonon dispersion as opposed to isotropic relationships when working on thermal transport (Sec. III F). We conclude with Sec. IV.
II. PHONON MONTE CARLO METHOD WITH FULL DISPERSIONS
Phonons are the main carriers of heat in graphene. 23, 56 In a system where the characteristic length of the domain of interest is much larger than the phonon coherence length and the time scale is much longer than the phonon relaxation time, we can treat phonons as semiclassical particles. 57, 58 Under these conditions, the phonon transport behavior is governed by the phonon Boltzmann transport equation. The PBTE describes how the phonon distribution function n b ðr; q; tÞ for a given phonon branch b depends on time t, location r, and phonon wave vector q. The PBTE has the ability to capture both equilibrium and non-equilibrium phenomena and is given by
Here, v b;q ¼ r q x b;q is the phonon group velocity (x b;q is the phonon angular frequency in branch b at wave vector q). The PBTE can be solved using deterministic techniques, 29, 30, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] with the collision operator usually treated in the RTA 29, 30, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] or evaluated iteratively. [67] [68] [69] [70] Alternatively, the PBTE can be solved using a stochastic phonon Monte Carlo method, where a large ensemble of phonons is tracked in real space as they undergo periods of free flight interrupted by scattering events. The PMC method has been successfully applied to study thermal transport in various nanostructures such as membranes [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] and nanowires, 72, [77] [78] [79] [80] in Si [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] 81 and a number of other materials. 78, 80, [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] PMC has proven to be an effective tool to study nanoscale thermal transport in systems near equilibrium. 74, [86] [87] [88] [89] It is also straightforward to include nontrivial geometries, such as rough boundaries or edges, in PMC. 43, 80, 90 The starting point of PMC is equilibrium. In equilibrium, the phonon distribution function reduces to the BoseEinstein (BE) distribution, hn BE i, describing the average occupation of a phonon state
In the expression, k B is the Boltzmann constant, hx is the energy level associated with the phonon state, and T is the absolute temperature. Out of equilibrium, the concept of a local and instantaneous temperature T(r, t) and the phonon dispersion relation x b;q will be used to connect the phonon distribution n b ðr; q; tÞ to Eq. (2). simulation parameters, such as the ribbon size and temperature boundary conditions. The domain is divided into cells, whose size is chosen according to the criteria we discuss in Sec. II B. Initialization of the phonon ensemble, described in Sec. II C, requires information on the phonon dispersion and the phonon density of states (PDOS), which are precalculated using the method described in Sec. II A. After initialization, we enter the transport kernel (enclosed in a dashed box in Fig. 1 ) where time is discretized with a small step Dt. In PMC simulations, the timestep Dt is small enough that a phonon is unlikely to scatter more than once within it, so drift (free flight) of phonons and scattering are separated: 71, [77] [78] [79] [80] 87, 90 phonons first drift and potentially scatter from real-space edges during time Dt, and then we treat all the scattering events cumulatively, for the entire ensemble, at the end of the step. Energy of all phonons in a cell is recorded before and after the scattering process routine, as the inelastic processes do not conserve the energy of individual phonons; a mismatch in energy is addressed by creating/ deleting additional phonons, as described in Sec. II F. In Secs. II A-II G, we describe the components of the fulldispersion PMC in detail.
A. Phonon dispersion and density of states
The phonon dispersion relation for a given branch b describes the relationship between the angular frequency x and the wave vector q in the first Brillouin Zone (1BZ). 91 It reflects the symmetry of the underlying lattice. From dispersion, we calculate properties such as the PDOS and group velocity. In previous PMC work, [71] [72] [73] [74] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] 86, 87, 90 isotropic relationships were often used to approximate the dispersion. However, the phonon dispersion relations of graphene are quite anisotropic. 29, 70, [92] [93] [94] Furthermore, each GNR has a specific orientation, and keeping the anisotropy in dispersion is essential for describing transport in differently oriented ribbons. As a result, we include full phonon dispersions in this work.
The phonon dispersion relations are calculated with the empirical dynamical matrix method including fourth-nearest-neighbors (4NN) proposed by Saito et al. 95 We first write the general equation of motion for the displacement of the ith atom as
where M i is the mass of the ith atom and K ij is the interaction force tensor between the ith and the jth atom. Then, with the Bloch theorem 96 we can change the variable to the normal mode displacements u i q
. Here, N X is the number of wave vectors q 0 in the 1BZ and R i denotes the original position of the ith atom. After further simplification and combination of terms, we obtain an eigenvalue problem
where DðqÞ is the dynamical matrix and the associated eigenvalues are x 2 ðqÞ.
In graphene, there are two atoms, A and B, in a unit cell and the atoms can move in three dimensions, 97 thus we get a 6 Â 6 dynamical matrix. After solving its eigenvalue problem for each q, we get six phonon branches: transverse acoustic (TA), longitudinal acoustic (LA), flexural acoustic (ZA), transverse optical (TO), longitudinal optical (LO), and flexural optical (ZO). The force constants we used are parametrized to fit both experimental findings 98 and first-principles calculations. 92 The force constant for the radial, transverse in-plane, and transverse out-of-plane directions for the nth (n ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4) nearest neighbors (/ ðnÞ r ; / ðnÞ ti , and / ðnÞ to , respectively) are shown in Table I .
The obtained dispersion relations are shown in Fig. 2 . Optical branches have relatively flat dispersions, thus phonons in these branches have very small group velocities. Further, the energies associated with optical phonons are relatively large, so, based on Eq. (2), the occupation of those phonon states is low at temperatures of interest here (up to 600 K). Owing to these reasons combined, optical phonons make a negligible contribution to the thermal conductivity of graphene. 29 TA and LA phonons have almost linear dispersions and large group velocities near the C point, thus they were long believed to be the main carriers of heat. 10, 99 ZA phonons have a quadratic dispersion and therefore nearly zero group velocity near the C point. However, they are numerous, and recent studies have shown that they make a large contribution to the lattice thermal conductivity of suspended graphene. [68] [69] [70] 100 Therefore, we include all three acoustic branches in this work.
PDOS in graphene describes the number of states per unit angular frequency and area that are supported by the material. PDOS is essential in generating phonons in the simulation and also enters some of the scattering rate expressions. The general expression for PDOS of branch b in a 2D system is 101
Let L b;x denote the length of the isoenergy curve for branch b and angular frequency x; then, the PDOS for branch b can be expressed by
Here, v b;x is the group velocity magnitude, v b;q , evaluated at the q that satisfies x ¼ x b;q . We evaluate Eq. (5b) with a numerical method proposed by Gilat and Raubenheimer, 102 modified for 2D. The idea is that we can approximate the dispersion curve with piecewise linear segments, and the error would become arbitrarily small as we increase the number of segments. We partition the first Brillouin zone (1BZ) into 2000 Â 4000 grid cells. Within each grid cell, this small (dq < 6 Â 10 À4 m À1 ), the isoenergy curve segment is a line whose length we can readily calculate; we also assume that v is constant everywhere along the segment and calculate it numerically from finite differences. We can accurately evaluate the integral in Eq. (5b) by summing up all contributions from different linear segments.
The method described above would allow us to calculate the PDOS at one x value. To obtain the full spectrum, we calculate PDOS at a discrete set of points and interpolate between them. The interpolation error can always be reduced by increasing the number of points. Let x max represent the maximal frequency in the acoustic branches according to the dispersion relations. We divide the frequency interval between 0 and x max into equal parts with Dx ¼ ceiling
. Here, N int is the number of intervals. We choose the central frequency of each interval (x c;i ¼ 2iÀ1 2 Dx) to evaluate the PDOS. This discretization is also used in phonon generation, as we will discuss later. Dx ¼ 10 11 rad=s and N int ¼ 2500 have been shown to provide good accuracy without being too computational expensive. Figure 3 shows the calculated PDOS for the three acoustic branches. As we see from the figure, the ZA branch has a non-zero PDOS at x ¼ 0 because of its quadratic dispersion near the C point. We are interested in the temperature range up to 600 K, therefore, from Eq. (2), the relevant frequency range is x ʦ [0, 5 Â 10 13 ] rad/s. Note that the ZA PDOS is overwhelmingly larger than that of TA and LA branches in this range, making the ZA phonons the most numerous.
B. Simulation domain
The simulation domain is a ribbon of width W and length L in 2D, as shown in Fig. 4 ; the ribbon generally has edges, so the domain is not strictly rectangular. Phonons are only allowed to transport in-plane. We follow previous work 71, 72, 74, [77] [78] [79] [80] and divide the length (x direction) into several cells. Two ends of the ribbon are connected to thermal reservoirs with constant temperatures T h and T c (hot and cold, respectively). In the steady state and diffusive regime, a linear temperature profile should develop inside the ribbon. If we choose a temperature difference DT ¼ T h À T c and a number of cells N c such that the temperature variation across a cell is small, we can employ the approximation of local equilibrium, with a cell-specific temperature T i , i being the cell index. We assume the phonons inside a cell to be uniformly spatially distributed and follow the equilibrium BE distribution over energy according to T i . In a typical simulation, DT is 20-40 K and N c varies from 50 to 100, depending on the ribbon length. We make sure that the temperature drop in each cell is small ( DT N c < 0:5 K), to make sure the local equilibrium approximation is valid.
C. Initialization
Initial temperature profile
To achieve a steady state faster, we initialize the phonons in each cell according to the expected linear temperature profile. The initial temperature in the ith cell is
where N c is the total number of cells in the ribbon, as before. T l and T r are the temperatures at the left and right ends of the ribbon; their values are fixed at the temperatures of the reservoirs (T h or T c ). The total energy associated with the ith cell is then
where A i is the area of the ith cell in real space and the sum is over all three phonon branches. We can calculate the expected number of phonons in the cell as
In simulations where the sample size is large (on the order of microns) or the temperature is not very low (a few hundred Kelvin), the expected number of phonons N i; exp can be very large (10 7 - 10 9 ) and is computationally expensive to keep track of. A weighting factor W is often introduced 71, 78 to reduce the number of simulation particles to a tolerable range (typically 10 5 À 10 6 ). As we have mentioned, in 2D materials like graphene, the number of ZA phonons is overwhelmingly larger than that of TA and LA phonons (see Fig.  3 ). As a result, if we use a uniform weighting factor W, the number of TA and LA phonons would be too small to be statistically significant and their contribution would be undersampled. Therefore, in order to better address the contributions from the in-plane modes, we use a different weighting factor W b for each phonon branch b. In a typical simulation, W ZA is often one order of magnitude larger than W TA and W LA. With the weighting factor, we control the number of phonons in each cell to be around 10 4 -10 5 . Considering the weighting factor, the total energy of the ensemble of particles used in the simulation becomes
Since there is no analytical expression for the PDOS, we evaluate Eq. (8a) numerically using the same x discretization as mentioned in Sec. II A,
Here, x c;j represents the central frequency in the jth frequency interval. Note that
plays the role of the expectation number of simulated phonons in branch b and with angular frequency x c;j in a cell with temperature T i .
We initialize each cell by generating phonons, one by one, following the desired distribution according to the temperature of the cell and adding them to the cell. Since we have assumed local equilibrium inside a cell, we can put each generated phonon in a random position inside the cell. We keep generating phonons in the cell until the ensemble in the cell has the effective total energy E i , Eq. (8b). However, since our process of generating phonons is independent of how much energy is already in the cell, we cannot enforce the exact E i and respect the phonon distribution simultaneously. Compared with a small offset in energy, violating the distribution is much worse. As a result, we do not enforce energy in the cell exactly and we stop generating phonons once the energy in the cell E i,actual falls within
As the accumulation of the offset energy over the course of the simulation may lead to big problems, we record the offset E i;offset ¼ E i À E i;actual and add it to the desired cell energy the next time we initialize the cell (see more detail in Sec. II F).
Single phonon generation
To generate a phonon ensemble with a proper distribution over angular frequency, we should make sure that: (1) the frequency distribution follows the BE distribution at the local temperature, (2) for a phonon with certain angular frequency, the wave vector is chosen so that x b;q falls on the desired branch of the dispersion curve. A schematic of the phonon generation process is shown in Fig. 5 .
Before phonon generation, we first need to specify the local temperature of the cell this phonon is in. Sometimes the temperature is assigned (see Sec. II C 1); other times, we need to find the temperature numerically. The relationship between the total energy E and temperature T of a cell of area A is given by [same as in Eq. (6)]
We compute the total energy of the cell by summing up all the phonon energies, making sure each numerical phonon's energy is multiplied by the branch-appropriate weight, then use Newton's iterative method to get the local temperature based on Eq. (9) . Once the temperature is known, we can calculate the frequency cumulative distribution function (CDF) according to T. Here, we use the same frequency discretization as in Sec. II A. The ith number F i in the normalized CDF table represents the probability of finding a phonon with x < x i;max , where x i;max stands for the maximal frequency in the ith frequency interval.
The sum goes from interval 1 to interval i in the numerator, and from 1 to N int in the denominator. The table is automatically normalized as F N int ðTÞ ¼ 1. PDOS in the expression is calculated from the full dispersion as described in Sec. II A.
To complete the table, we manually set F 0 (T) ¼ 0, meaning that all phonons have positive energy. The CDF for phonons at 300 K is shown in Fig. 6 . With the table formed, we draw a random number R 1 and look for the interval i satisfying F iÀ1 < R 1 < F i with the bisection algorithm. We decide the frequency of this phonon falls in the ith interval and the actual frequency is determined with another random number R 2 ,
After an x is chosen, we draw a third random number R 3 to choose the phonon branch b. The probability of a phonon with x being in branch b is proportional to D b ðxÞ, therefore, we have
where
is the normalized probability of being in branch b for the chosen frequency x with the weighting taken into consideration.
The next step is generating the phonon wave vector, q, for the x and b we already found, which we do by using a rejection technique. The procedure is technically complex, so the details have been relegated to Appendix A.
D. Phonon drift and edge scattering
After initialization, we enter the transport kernel. As mentioned at the beginning of Sec. II, we treat phonon drift and scattering independently. At each step, we first let the phonons drift inside the ribbon with their specified group velocities. The time step Dt is chosen according to the criteria explained later, in Sec. II E. At the end of each step, the phonon position is updated as r end ¼ r start þ v g Dt unless it hits a boundary in the meantime.
In this work, we simulate GNRs with real-space edges, as shown in Fig. 4 . Two different rough edges are considered: the perfect armchair edge and the zigzag edge. Although the structure is perfectly periodic, the edges effectively introduce back-scattering of phonons and reduce the thermal conductivity, similar to rough edges. Phonons reflect specularly once they hit the edge, and multiple reflection might happen within a time step. Since boundary scattering is elastic, it is essential that, after reflection, the new wave vector and the old wave vector end up on the same isoenergy curve, i.e., x b;q new ¼ x b;q old . Both edges we used share the same symmetry as the phonon dispersion; therefore, this requirement is automatically met with specular reflection.
It has been shown that, when the width of GNRs is large, thermal conductivity is very weakly dependent on the width and gradually saturates at the value where there is no edge roughness. 27, 28 We use flat-edge GNRs (rectangularly shaped) with specular reflection to recover the bulk properties in our simulation, as specular reflection from flat edges does not alter the phonon velocity component along the GNR and thus introduces no resistance. As there is no width dependence in the calculated thermal conductivity of the GNRs with flat edges, the width can be really small to save simulation time.
E. Phonon scattering
We include multiple scattering mechanisms in the phonon Monte Carlo simulation of suspended graphene: threephonon (umklapp and normal), isotope, and grain boundary scattering. The total scattering rate for a given x and b is as follows:
where s
À1
b is the total scattering rate and s
i;b is the contribution from the ith mechanism. A description of different scattering mechanisms and their rates is given in detail in Appendix B. Edge roughness scattering is explicitly taken care of during the drift process (see Sec. II D), thus not discussed here. In order to treat the drift and scattering processes separately and scatter all phonons cumulatively at the end of the time step, the time step has to be short enough that multiple nonedge scattering events are unlikely. For a phonon with angular frequency x in branch b, whose scattering rate is s 
Thus, our criterion of a small enough step is that the average probability of scattering for all phonons, p scat , be small enough. In practice, we found that p scat < 1% is a good criterion for choosing the time step Dt. As a result, the time step would vary for simulations at different temperatures, as the rates are temperature dependent. For suspended graphene at 300 K, we use Dt ¼ 0.1 ps. After each time step (upon completion of the drift routine), for each phonon we calculate the probability of having been scattered during the previous step from Eq. (13) . Note that scattering rates are temperature-dependent, so we should update the temperature in each cell after the drift before calculating the probabilities. We then use a random number r 1 to decide whether the phonon would actually scatter. If r 1 > p b;scat , nothing happened and we move on to the next phonon. If r 1 p b;scat , the phonon scattered. As Dt is short enough so that we do not expect multiple scattering events during one step, the probability of encountering the ith scattering mechanism is approximately proportional to its rate, We use another random number r 2 to choose the mechanism in a similar way to choosing the phonon branch in Sec. II C 2. Once the mechanism is chosen, we scatter the phonon accordingly. We treat the scattering events differently according to whether they are inelastic (phonon-phonon scattering) or elastic (all other mechanisms).
For elastic scattering, we keep the phonon branch and energy, but randomly find a new wave vector and group velocity according to the dispersion relation. The algorithm is described in Appendix A.
For inelastic (phonon-phonon) scattering, we treat the collision effectively by replacing the phonon with a random new phonon from the phonon pool. The energy is not enforced for a single phonon in the process, but collectively for the whole cell at the end of the step. We need to make sure that the phonons generated after inelastic scattering follow the same distribution as the phonons being replaced, which is different from the equilibrium BE distribution we used in generating phonons in the initialization process, because the scattering rate is energy-dependent. As a result, we need a modified CDF to generate phonons after the phonon-phonon interaction
where N j ðTÞ ¼ hn BE ðx c;j ; TÞiD b ðx c;j Þ=W b is the average number of simulation particles ("numerical phonons") in the jth energy interval and p b;U ðx c;j Þ is the probability of a phonon in branch b suffering from umklapp scattering during the step. A typical modified CDF is shown in Fig. 7 for 300 K and a timestep of 0.1 ps. We can see that, in the modified CDF, the percentage of phonons with very small energy is reduced because these phonons do not undergo scattering events frequently and thus have a small probability of being replaced (or being generated after scattering). Other than the different CDF function, the phonon generation process is the same as described in Sec. II C 2. With the modified distribution, we conserve the energy in an average sense. However, sometimes the number of phonons in a cell is not large enough to provide adequate statistics; therefore, to conserve the energy explicitly, we add a reinitialization process after the scattering routine, as described in Sec. II F below.
F. Reinitialization
As mentioned in Sec. II E, our treatment of inelastic scattering does not conserve energy precisely in a cell. We enforce the conservation more exactly through ensemble reinitialization.
During drift, phonons might cross cell boundaries, and therefore change the total energy in each cell; the energy of phonons that drifted in/out has to be added/subtracted before entering the scattering routine. We record the cell energy just after the phonons finish drift in an array E i;prescat . As we mentioned in Sec. II C, we have another array E i;offset recording the offset energy from our last attempt at enforcing energy conservation. So now the desired energy after scattering is E i;d ¼ E i;prescat þ E i;offset . Then, we can scatter the phonons as described in Sec. II E and calculate and record the actual cell energy E i;afterscat .
As explained in Sec. II C, to respect the phonon distribution, we do not insist on getting the exact desired energy E i;d after reinitialization. We would only enforce that the cell energy E i get into the range ½E i;d À 2 , we generate a phonon from the equilibrium distribution and add it to a random place in the cell (note that here the CDF is the original CDF as described in Sec. II C). The new cell energy after addition is
where hx 0 is the energy carried by the added phonon. Similarly, we keep adding phonons until the final E i falls in the appropriate range. After all cells have energies in the desired range, we record the new offset energy as E i;offset ¼ E i;d À E i and use it in the next reinitialization process (after the next time step).
G. Boundary conditions and contacts
As the simulation domain is finite, phonons might end up outside its boundaries. A phonon is reflected back inside if attempting to exit in the transverse (width) direction. A phonon exiting in the longitudinal direction is simply deleted.
As mentioned in Sec. II C, we keep a constant temperature at two ends of the ribbon with a "black-body cell" at each end. 78 After the drift and scattering processes, all the phonons inside these two end cells are deleted and replaced by a new cell ensemble according to the appropriate reservoir temperature, the same way as described in Sec. II C. This way all phonons coming out of the end cells are thermalized to the contact temperatures, and the two end cells act like black bodies.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Temperature profile in the ballistic, quasiballistic, and diffusive limits A good reliability test for PMC is a comparison between the simulation results and the diffusive and ballistic limits to the steady-state temperature profile. Purely diffusive transport should lead to a linear temperature profile, while ballistic transport would result in a constant temperature
2 Þ 1=4 inside the ribbon, with abrupt changes at the two ends. 103 For situations in between-the quasiballistic regime-the temperature profile is expected to have both features: a linear drop inside the ribbon, with abrupt changes at the two ends. We accurately capture all three regimes in the PMC simulation: calculations in the diffusive and ballistic limits are presented in the inset to Fig. 8 , while the quasiballistic regime is depicted in Fig. 9 .
Further, in order to validate our assumption of local equilibrium, especially in the ballistic regime, we made a phonon distribution histogram inside the ribbon in the steady state. The normalized histogram (main panel of Fig. 8 ) falls right on top of the theoretically calculated BE distribution, proving that our local equilibrium assumption stands even in the ballistic limit. Therefore, the PMC algorithm (Sec. II) is reliable from the ballistic all the way to the diffusive regime.
In the diffusive regime and under small temperature gradients, we can get the thermal conductivity from Fourier's law: j ¼ À / q rT . In the quasiballistic regime, the gradient rT is the slope of the linear region inside the ribbon (see Fig. 9 ).
B. Thermal conductivity of wide GNRs: Comparison with experiment
We look at the thermal conductivity of graphene and GNRs from 300 K to 600 K, the range where most experiments are carried out. 3, 8, 9, 25, 27, 28, [104] [105] [106] Thermal conductivity of suspended GNRs generally depends on both width and length. 9, 27, 29 The width dependence comes from the relative importance of edge scattering to internal mechanisms; for wide enough GNRs, thermal conductivity no longer depends on the width. 27, 28 To mimic transport in very wide GNRs, we use narrow rectangular ribbons whose edges are completely flat; flat edges ensure the lateral phonon velocity is conserved upon specular reflection, i.e., no backscattering occurs, and consequently there is no width dependence in their thermal conductivity.
Chen et al. 9 fabricated large-area graphene using the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique and transferred it onto a low-stress silicon-nitride-membrane substrate, with several holes of diameters D h ranging from 3 to 10 lm. Thereby, they obtained suspended circular graphene samples of given diameters and measured their thermal conductivities using Raman spectroscopy. There is no edge roughness and the characteristic length associated with the heat-flow direction is the hole diameter. We do not simulate circular samples here, but we can set the ribbon length L to match D h , and the resulting thermal conductivity should be comparable to the experimental data.
In Fig. 10 , we present the calculated thermal conductivity for GNRs with lengths comparable to the sample diameters in the experiments of Chen et al. 9 As the experiments were performed on CVD-grown, polycrystalline graphene, we have included grain-boundary scattering in the calculation. The simulation results agree well with the measurement from 300 K to 600 K and for various sizes. Based on our simulations, phonon transport in all these samples is still in the quasiballistic regime: the thermal conductivity monotonically increases with increasing sample length. Chen et al. observed a size dependence for samples from 3 to 8 lm, but, owing to a large uncertainty in the measurements, they could not accurately extract a monotonic dependence over the size range. For the shortest (3 lm, magenta curves) and longest (10 lm, black curves) samples, we also compare the results with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) grain boundary scattering. The importance of grain boundary scattering decreases with increasing temperature, as the average mean free path (MFP) due to phonon-phonon scattering decreases and becomes comparable to a typical grain size. We note that the PMC results with grain boundary scattering included are in better agreement with experiment than the results without it. As these GNRs are in the quasiballistic regime, their thermal conductivity depends on length, the importance of grain boundary scattering is understandably more pronounced in longer GNRs.
C. Thermal conductivity of wide GNRs: Ballistic-todiffusive crossover Length dependence of thermal conductivity comes from the relative magnitude of the phonon MFP K and the ribbon length L; for long enough GNRs, transport would be diffusive and the length dependence would vanish. Ghosh et al. 4 estimated the MFP of graphene to be K $ 800 nm near room temperature. However, in our simulations, we find that K for phonons in different branches and with different energies ranges from a few nanometers all the way up to hundreds of microns. Figure 11 shows the cumulative distribution function of the phonon mean free path K for suspended graphene at 300 K. Note that about 20% of phonons have K > 100 lm and more than 10% have K > 200 lm. Figure 12 shows the calculated thermal conductivity of wide GNRs over a range of lengths L at room temperature. The thermal conductivity keeps increasing with increasing length up to L $ 100 lm, which is to be expected considering that nearly 20% of phonons have a mean free path longer than that (see Fig. 11 ). This length is larger than any of the measured samples, therefore, all the existing experiments on suspended graphene 3, 8, 9, 27, 104, 105 were carried out in the quasiballistic regime, so the maximal thermal conductivity of suspended bulk graphene could be higher than experimental reports indicate.
This simulation captures the ballistic-to-diffusive crossover of phonon transport in suspended graphene. 28 In the purely ballistic transport regime, the thermal conductance G tends to a constant, while in the purely diffusive transport regime, the thermal conductivity j is constant. G and j are related through G ¼ j A L , where A is the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the heat-flow direction and L is the length. We denote the constant thermal conductance in the ballistic regime as G ball and the constant thermal conductivity in the diffusive regime as j diff . As L ! 0,
As L ! 1, we have
At the left end of Fig. 12 , thermal conductivity varies almost linearly with length, indicating ballistic transport. G ball of GNR depends on width, [107] [108] [109] and from our simulation we extract the room-temperature ballistic conductance per unit cross section as G ball =A % 5 Â 10 9 W=m 2 K, which is close to the theoretical value of 5.28 Â 10 9 W/m 2 K obtained by Muñoz, Lu, and Yakobson. 108 At the right end, thermal conductivity does saturate at very large lengths (around 100 lm at room temperature). For the quasiballistic region in between, it is often assumed that the ballistic and diffusive transport channels can be connected "in series," which would give
ball A=L. 28 We find it impossible to fit the data using this expression; any such fit that is reasonable at low L drastically underestimates the diffusive limit. A dashed curve numerical fit in the main panel of Fig. 12 , to guide the eye, follows lnj ¼ 7:6 þ 0:3lnL À 0:013ðlnLÞ 2 , i.e., j % 1998L 0:3 L À0:013ðlnLÞ . It is clear that this fit is poor in the diffusive limit, as it does not saturate, but may be appropriate for a number of experiments with GNRs shorter than 100 lm.
Recently, Xu et al. 27 observed a length dependence of thermal conductivity in their suspended wide GNR samples. However, their measured thermal conductivity is much smaller than our simulation results as well as other experimental ones; 9,25 the offset is likely related to samplepreparation specifics. In order to compare with their length-dependence trend, we scaled their data and ours to 1 at the maximal length they measured. The inset to Fig. 12 shows a comparison between the scaled data from our PMC simulation and the experiment of Xu et al. 27 (experimental results are presented here via best quadratic fits to the data, green and blue curves). The blue line and the green line are the estimated maximal and minimal possible thermal conductivities, and our simulation falls right in between.
Furthermore, we calculated the diffusive-limit thermal conductivity j diff at different temperatures (Fig. 13) . These indicate the upper limit thermal conductivity one can measure in graphene at various temperatures. As we have mentioned, almost all samples in experiments 3, 8, 9, 27, 104, 105 are still in the quasiballistic regime, so j diff is higher than all experimental data. In Fig. 13 , we show the comparison with predicted upper limit of thermal conductivity from Dorgan 27 The green curve shows the thermal conductivity estimated with maximal contact resistance, the blue one corresponds to the value with no contact resistance.
FIG. 13. Thermal conductivity for suspended pristine bulk graphene from the PMC simulation (squares-armchair direction, triangles-zigzag direction) and the maximal thermal conductivity predicted by Dorgan et al. 55 et al. 55 We see that the difference reduces as the temperature increases, because the phonon MFP decreases as the temperature increases. As a result, for a given sample length, transport moves from quasiballistic to diffusive at higher temperatures; therefore, the measured values are closer to the calculated diffusive upper limit. Another insight we can take from Fig. 13 is that thermal transport is indeed isotropic for infinitely large graphene, which was predicted by firstprinciples calculations. 110 
D. Thermal conductivity of isotopically modified graphene
Thermal conductivity of graphene could be largely influenced by isotopes. Chen et al. 25 measured thermal conductivity of graphene with different 13 C compositions. From the simulation point of view, as the abundance of 13 C changes, phonon dispersion may slightly change because of the average atomic mass M. Furthermore, the composition would change the rate of scattering from isotopes. For each 13 C composition measured in the experiment, we calculate the dispersion, PDOS, and group velocities in the same way as described in Sec. II A except with a different M. The dimension of the ribbon is chosen as L ¼ 2.8 lm, following experiment.
25 Figure 14 shows the temperature dependence for four different compositions from experiment 25 compared with our PMC simulation results. We are able to capture the composition-dependence trend: thermal conductivity with 50% 13 C is the lowest because the two isotopes are equally mixed, giving rise to maximal isotope scattering. In general, our simulation data agree well with experiment in a large temperature and 13 C abundance range. Figure 15 shows a direct comparison of thermal conductivity versus 13 C composition at a fixed temperature (T ¼ 380 K). Our results are within the measured range and are even closer to the experimental data than the molecular dynamics simulation results reported by Chen et al. themselves. 25 
E. Thermal conductivity of GNRs with edges: Width dependence
We simulated thermal transport in AGNRs and ZGNRs, assuming perfect armchair and zigzag edges, with each segment in the edge structure having the length of the graphene C-C bond in equilibrium. Perfectly periodic edge structures have been achieved in practice for both armchair 15, 19, 111, 112 and zigzag 15, 111, 112 orientations. Both theoretical 113 and experimental 114 works show the perfect armchair edge to be stable. The zigzag edge is relatively stable, though theory predicts that the zigzag edge can reconstruct to a pentagonheptagon shape and become more stable. 113 Experiments showed that reconstructions in both directions (from all hexagon to pentagon-heptagon and from pentagon-heptagon to all hexagon) are spontaneous under the experimental environment conditions. 114 It was also shown that the bond length and angle between bonds at the edges may differ slightly from those inside the ribbon. 113, 114 In the PMC simulation with full dispersion, we need the edge structure sharing the symmetry of the lattice (see FIG. 14. Thermal conductivity of graphene with different 13 C abundance as a function of temperature. Symbols represent the experimental data from Chen et al. 9 and lines show our PMC simulation results. Sec. II D) in order to conserve the phonon distribution upon specular reflections from the edge, so we work with perfect armchair and zigzag edges. For simplicity, we use the equilibrium bond length as the length of our edge segments and neglect the bond-angle changes. Figure 16 shows the width dependence of thermal conductivity for both AGNRs and ZGNRs at 300 K. We see that the thermal conductivity for both orientations varies greatly with width, approaching the smooth-edge value for the same length in the wide-GNR limit. The difference with respect to orientation is minute and is within the PMC error.
F. Full-dispersion vs isotropic-dispersion PMC
Finally, we address the question how important it is to account for full phonon dispersions in the PMC simulation of transport in GNRs, as this aspect adds to computational complexity. To that end, we considered thermal transport in GNRs of length L ¼ 10 lm but with different widths and orientations. Figure 17 shows the calculated thermal conductivity as a function of temperature for 500-nm, 200-nm, and 100-nm wide GNRs. For each width, we considered an AGNR and a ZGNR with appropriate edges and full phonon dispersions, and an AGNR with isotropic dispersions. For each acoustic branch, the isotropic dispersion approximation was obtained from a quadratic fit to the full dispersion, Fig. 17 , we see that the isotropic dispersion approximation generally overestimates thermal conductivity, quite dramatically so at low temperatures. The relative error brought about by the use of isotropic approximation at low temperatures is quite high in narrow GNRs, where edge roughness dominates. The difference between full and isotropic dispersions decreases with increasing temperature. The trend is intuitively plausible, as orientation-dependent edgeroughness scattering dominates at low temperatures, while the momentum-randomizing three-phonon scattering takes over as the temperature increases. We also note that the thermal conductivity of ZGNRs is higher than that of AGNRs, in agreement with the results of atomistic studies. 34, 40, 50, 115 
IV. CONCLUSION
We studied phonon transport in suspended single-layer graphene and micron-sized GNRs using the full-dispersion PMC technique. The calculated thermal conductivity is in good agreement with experimental measurements of Chen et al. 9, 25 and Xu et al. 27 We captured the ballistic-to-diffusive crossover in thermal conductivity and found that the diffusive limit at room temperature is not reached in most experiments, as lengths over 100 lm are needed. Consequently, the diffusive upper limit is likely higher than predicted, 55 and we calculate it for temperatures up to 600 K. We show that the GNR orientation matters for thermal transport, with ZGNRs having higher thermal conductivity than AGNRs in micron-sized systems, which is the same trend observed in atomistic calculations. The error made by employing the isotropic dispersion approximation for transport in GNRs is not large at room temperature, but the results with isotropic dispersions generally overestimate thermal conductivity and quite considerably so at low temperatures and in narrow GNRs.
The full-dispersion PMC technique, presented here in detail, combines an efficient transport kernel (including inelastic and elastic scattering, as well as enabling the incorporation of real-space edge features) with an accurate account of phonon dispersions. This technique is a good choice-in terms of accuracy, computational efficiency, and adaptability to different materials or geometries-for analyzing systems with pronounced directional sensitivity (such as GNRs, or generally semiconductor membranes and nanowires), which have rough boundaries and are too large to address using atomistic techniques. The second main step in single phonon generation (Sec. II C 2) is using the rejection technique to find an appropriate wave vector q for a phonon with energy hx and in branch b. Figure 18 shows a set of isoenergy curves (separated by 2 Â 10 13 rad/s) for the TA mode (the other two modes have similar curves). As we can see, the curves have near-radial symmetry, thus we use polar coordinates for convenience. If we know the phonon frequency and branch, we have already fixed the isoenergy curve and only an angle h is needed to uniquely find a point on it. Further, the 1BZ has 12-fold symmetry following the graphene lattice, so we would only need to consider the irreducible wedge (shaded area in Fig. 18 ), and map it onto any one of its counterparts with equal probability. Evaluating the probability of a phonon having angle h on a particular isoenergy curve x is like a discretized version of PDOS calculation in Sec. II A. The probability is represented by
where arc(h À dh,h þ dh) is the arc length on the isoenergy curve between (h À dh,h þ dh) and jv g ðx; hÞj is the magnitude of group velocity (we assume the group velocity is constant along the small arc). To make a rejection . We evaluate (A1) only at discrete points (x c;i ; h c;j ) and get a N int Â N a interpolation table. For any 0 < x < x max and 0 < h < h max , we can get the probability of having a phonon from interpolation. We find that N a ¼ 100 serves the purpose of accurate interpolation.
Another effect caused by the full dispersion is that the group velocity at which phonons travel is no longer parallel to their wave vectors. So we need to find not only the proper wave vector but also the associated group velocity. In practice, we do not use the wave vector in the simulation and it only serves as a bridge to connect the dispersion and the phonon velocity. As we have mentioned, for each chosen (x,h) pair in branch b, there is only one unique point in the dispersion curve. As a result, for each of the N int Â N a discrete points (x c;i ; h c;j ) we evaluated the probability, we can find a unique point on dispersion curve and evaluate the group velocity v g ðx c;i ; h c;j Þ. Since the group velocity is a vector, we actually get two tables, v x ðx c;i ; h c;j Þ and v y ðx c;i ; h c;j Þ. Figure  19 shows a point and its associated q and V g. The shaded area shows the irreducible wedge. We now have all the tables we need for phonon generation: the probability table pðx c;i ; h c;j Þ and the two components of group velocity table v x ðx c;i ; h c;j Þ and v y ðx c;i ; h c;j Þ. We need a set of these tables for each branch, and that makes 3 Â 3 ¼ 9 tables in total. All the tables are N int Â N a (in our case 2500 Â 100) in size and are pre-calculated and recorded before the actual simulation.
From previous steps, we have already chosen the angular frequency x and the branch b for our phonon. The first thing to do now is to interpolate in each of the three 2D tables for branch b and get three 1D tables associated with our specified frequency level x. The interpolation for the three tables is the same and we would take the probability table pðx c;i ; h c;j Þ as an example. With simple algebra, we can find the index m satisfying x c;m < x < x c;mþ1 . Then, we get the probability of finding a phonon with angle h c;j at level x from weighted average of pðx c;m ; h c;j Þ and pðx c;mþ1 ; h c;j Þ. Dx . Now we can normalize this 1D probability table so that the maximal value in the table is unity. Note that we can only normalize the probability table after interpolation between frequency levels. We still call the normalized table pðh c;j Þj x . For the velocities, we get v x ðh c;j Þj x and v y ðh c;j Þj x tables in the same way except that we do not normalize them. Now we are working only on the frequency level x, so we omit the subscript x and just call the tables p(h c,j ), v x (h c,j ) and v y (h c,j ) from now on for brevity. Next, we use the rejection technique to choose a point on the dispersion curve. For a typical x value, the probability table looks like Fig. 20 (the figure shows the table for frequency level x ¼ 3 Â 10 13 rad/s in TA-branch). Draw a pair of random numbers (x, y). We would use x to get the angle and compare y with the probability to decide whether we accept the angle or not. The chosen angle is h ¼ x Á h max , where h max is the maximal central angle in the irreducible 1BZ as we have mentioned before. We need to compare y to p(h) and the probability is again obtained from interpolation. Seek the index n satisfying h n < h < h nþ1 and similarly,
Dh is the weighting factor. If y < p (h), then the angle is accepted and a point has been uniquely chosen in the irreducible wedge. We can then use the v x ðh c;j Þ and v y ðh c;j Þ tables to get the group velocity v x and v y for the phonon at this point. Otherwise, the angle should be rejected, and we keep drawing random number pairs ðx; yÞ until one angle is accepted.
The last step in phonon generation is to map the point we found in irreducible 1BZ to the whole 1BZ and modify the group velocity accordingly. The 12 equivalent triangles in 1BZ are shown in Fig. 21 and we number them clockwise. A random number R 4 is used to choose one of the triangles and the index of the chosen triangle is ceiling (12 Â R 4 ). Then, the final group velocities v Table II . After the mapping, we finally have a phonon satisfying all the distribution requirements and we can add this phonon to a random position in its cell.
Finally, GNRs could have different orientations, with the armchair (AGNR) and zigzag (ZGNR) nanoribbon orientations being highly symmetric (Fig. 4) . The presentation thus far applies to phonon in AGNRs. The only modification needed to simulate the transport in other orientations is to rotate v g with the angle H o between the armchair orientation and the simulated orientation in phonon generation process. In particular, for ZGNRs, the rotation angle is H o ¼ Phonon-phonon scattering dominates in the temperature range of our interest (300-600 K) for suspended graphene. Three-phonon interactions are very important for thermal conductivity calculation. 29, 116 Three-phonon processes consist of two types: the normal (N) processes conserve both energy and momentum explicitly, while the umklapp (U) processes conserve energy but only conserve momentum up to a reciprocal lattice vector. Therefore, N processes do not directly cause thermal resistance but play a role through redistributing phonons. In principle, we could consider the 3-phonon interactions explicitly in the drift process when phonons come close, but that would be computationally very expensive and the accuracy still depends on how often we check the positions and the resolution of the dispersion. Therefore, we treat the 3-phonon interactions through a scattering rate like previous work. 71, 78, 90 For graphene, the three-phonon scattering rate is written as 
